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UNIT 10 - DEMOCRACY

A Write the words in the box below under the correct pictures.

B Fill in the blanks with the given words/phrases in the boxes.

1. In ..........................................................., everybody is equal and they have equal rights.

2. Before the elections, candidates ........................................................... to people.

3. A good candidate needs to know ........................................................... .

4. You need to put your vote into a ........................................................... .

5. It is very important for elections to be ........................................................... .

6. Election ........................................................... are important, because we learn the candidates’ ideas from them. 

7. In a fair election, everybody should ........................................................... the results.  

8. Candidates should never ........................................................... .
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E For questions 1-4, choose the best options 
to fill in the blanks. 

C Read the text and write true (T) or false (F).

D Match the verbs with the correct words/
phrases.

1. A good president should be ----.

 A) respectful
 B) depressed
 C) anxious
 D) scared

2. Everyone should respect the results of ---- 
elections.

 A) boring
 B) terrifying
 C) fair
 D) crowded

3. According to law, everyone over 18 should 
---- in Turkey.

 A) respect
 B) vote
 C) recycle
 D) support

4. A president should never break the ----.

 A) poll
 B) ballot box
 C) public
 D) law

5.   I.  choose candidates
  II.  vote
 III.  check the results
 IV.  respect the results
  V.  make a campaign

 Order the stages of class president elections. 

 A) II - V - III - IV - I
 B) II - IV - V - I - III
 C) I - V - II - III - IV
 D) I - V - IV - III - II

Hi, my name is Jackie. Last Sunday, there 
was an election in my country. Everyone over 
18 years old went to vote for their candidates. 
There were different campaigns before the 
election. Candidates gave speeches. They 
talked about children’s rights, human rights 
and their plans. It was a fair election. Our new 
president is clever and friendly. She has great 
ideas. I trust her.

1. The election was yesterday.

2. People under the age of 18 didn’t vote.

3. Candidates had different campaigns 
before the election.

4. Candidates gave speeches about human 
rights.

5. The new president is smart.

6. Jackie doesn’t like the new president’s 
ideas.
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A
1. candidate
2. speech
3. law
4. poll
5. vote
6. campaign
7. helpful
8. democracy

B
1. democracy
2. give speeches
3. child and human rights
4. ballot box
5. fair
6. campaigns
7. respect
8. break the law

C
1. F      2. T      3. T      4. T      5. T      6. F

D
1. c       2. e      3. a      4. b      5. f      6. d

E
1. A      2. C      3. B      4. D      5. C


